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Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTRO: TALK ABOUT….Brief training/overview of CoC CE Full training is still being developed Will be via webinar May be additional regional/full CoC training WHERE TO ACCESS WRITTEN STANDARDS, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 



MO BoS CoC 
Coordinated 
Entry 
Committee 

The MO BoS CoC CE 
Committee will:

 Ensure consistency in the 
operation of the CES, 

 Will review and provide 
feedback about CES, and

 Approve CES plans written by 
regional committees. 

Each regional committee shall 
elect/appoint/ one 
representative to participate 
on the CE Committee to ensure 
fair, equal and full geographic 
coverage for the entire CoC.

The MO BoS CE Committee is 
comprised of a representative 
from each regional committee, 
state-level representatives, 
special population experts and 
additional stakeholders as 
deemed necessary.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Policies and Procedures p. 5



Missouri 
Balance of State 
Continuum of 
Care Regions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE The Missouri Balance of State (BoS) Continuum of Care (CoC) includes 101 counties of Missouri. Divided into 10 regions Each region has:�A CoC board representativeCE committee �CE committee usually includes:Chair (usually CE Lead)Vice ChairSecretary Prioritization list manager(s) 



Regional 
Meetings and 
Case 
Conferencing 
Schedule  

 Please refer to handout with each region’s information about 
regional team meetings, case conferencing and contact 
information for each of the MO BoS CoC 10 regions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE See Katie’s Handout – MO BoS CoC Regional Meetings and Coordinated Entry Case Conferencing Schedule: 



HUD’s Notice Establishing Additional Requirements 
for a Continuum of Care Centralized or 

Coordinated Assessment System 

Notice: CPD – 17-01 Issued: January 23, 2017 

CoC must establish a Coordinated Assessment System (Coordinated 
Entry) by January 23, 2018

 All programs that are funded through Continuum of Care, 
Emergency Solutions Grant or other Missouri Housing 
Development Commission grant funding are required to 
participate in the CES.

 Veterans Administration Medical Centers and Supportive Services 
for Veteran Families must also participate in the CES.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelli The CoC must have the same Coordinated Entry Process throughout the entire BoS.CES Participation HUD mandate: All programs that receive CoC or ESG funding are required to participate Missouri Housing Development Commission mandate: Missouri Housing Trust Fund and MO HIP programs are also required VA mandate:�VAMC and SSVF  



What is 
Coordinated 

Entry?

“Coordinated entry is a process developed to 
ensure that all people experiencing a housing 
crisis have fair and equal access to resources and 
are quickly identified, assessed for, referred, and 
connected to housing and assistance based on 
their strengths and needs” – National Alliance to 
End Homelessness 

“An approach to coordination and management
of a crisis response system’s resources that 
allows users to make consistent decisions from 
available information to efficiently and 
effectively connect people to interventions that 
will rapidly end their homelessness” – VA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE Coordinated Entry includes all resources in a community not only CoC funded resources. (i.e. privately funded non-profit, such as a ministerial alliance or Shelter Plus Care).In HUD’s vision, the coordinated entry process is an approach to coordinationand management of a crisis response system’s resources that allows users to makeconsistent decisions from available information to efficiently and effectivelyconnect people to interventions that will rapidly end their homelessness.Coordinated Entry is System ChangeCoordinated Entry is a consistent, streamlined process for accessing the resourcesavailable in the homeless crisis response system. Through coordinated entry,a CoC ensures that the highest need, most vulnerable households in thecommunity are prioritized for services and that the housing and supportiveservices in the system are used as efficiently and effectively as possible.Ideally, coordinated entry can be the framework that transforms a CoC, froma network of projects making individual decisions about whom to serve, intoa fully integrated crisis response system. By gathering information through astandardized assessment process, coordinated entry provides a CoC with datathat it can use for system and project planning and resource allocation.Top quote: From: “One Way In: The Advantages of Introducing System-Wide Coordinated Entry for Homeless Families”. National Alliance to End Homelessness.Bottom quote: �VA 



Why use Coordinated Entry?
• The process makes it more likely persons experiencing 

homelessness will be served by the right intervention 
more quickly.

• Agencies will not duplicate services or staff time for 
those who are better served by another program.1

• Allows those in the community with the highest need to 
be served first. 1

• Makes it easier for communities to allocate the most 
appropriate services to those in need. 1

• Allows for community-wide resource mapping and 
planning ensuring that gaps in resources or services 
are identified.

From: “One Way In: The Advantages of Introducing System-Wide Coordinated 
Entry for Homeless Families”. National Alliance to End Homelessness.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelli We currently prioritize clients based upon the VI-SPDAT 2.0 as well as length of time homeless (chronic).We will soon move our Coordinated Entry system on to HMIS so we will have data regarding referrals to resources so we can better identify what we have and what we need. (i.e. we have 4 organizations providing utility assistance but only one who provides rental assistance).



Coordinated 
Entry Core 
Components 

Access

Assessment

Prioritization

Referral

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE / VA These are four core components that all Coordinated Entry Systems must have. They include:AccessAssessmentPrioritizationReferralAccess, the engagement point for persons experiencing a housing crisis,could look and function differently depending on the specific community.Persons (families, single adults, youth) might initially access the crisisresponse system by calling a crisis hotline or other information and referralresource, walking into an access point facility, or being engaged throughoutreach efforts.Upon initial access, CoC providers associated with coordinated entrylikely will begin assessing the person’s housing needs, preferences,and vulnerability. This coordinated entry element is referred to asAssessment. It is progressive; that is, potentially multiple layers ofsequential information gathering occurring at various phases in thecoordinated entry process, for different purposes, by one or more staff.During assessment, the person’s needs and level of vulnerability may bedocumented for purposes of determining Prioritization. Prioritizationhelps the CoC manage its inventory of community housing resourcesand services, ensuring that those persons with the greatest need andvulnerability receive the supports they need to resolve their housing crisis.The final element is Referral. Persons are referred to availableCoC housing resources and services in accordance with the CoC’sdocumented prioritization guidelines.



Fair and Equal 
Access 

Fair and Equal Access
Ensure fair and equal access to CES 
programs and services for all clients 
regardless of actual or perceived: 
 Race
 Color
 Religion
 National origin
 Age
 Gender identity
 Pregnancy
 Citizenship
 Familial status
 Household composition
 Disability
 Veteran status
 Sexual orientation, or
 domestic violence status

Fair and Equal Marketing

The MO BoS CoC CE 
Committee is creating 
strategies to market the CES to 
any person experiencing 
homelessness throughout its 
geographic coverage area 
while upholding federal, state 
and local laws regarding fair 
housing, civil rights and other 
nondiscrimination laws. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI  Policies and Procedures pp. 10-11 Give examples of times when someone may not receive Fair Access based on one or a few of the protected statuses.(i.e. woman denied entry into a PSH/RRH program because she has poor rental history due to fleeing domestic violence, a same sex couple denied a voucher because they are not married).



Non 
Discrimination 

The MO BoS CoC requires service providers to practice a person-
centered model that incorporates participant choice and inclusion of all 
homeless subpopulations present in MO BoS CoC CES, including: 
homeless veterans, 

 Youth, 

 Families with children, 

 Individual adults, 

 Seniors, 

 Victims of domestic violence and 

 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer or Questioning, and 
Intersex (LGBTQI) individuals and families. 

All CES providers must ensure that all people have fair and equal access 
to the CES process and all forms of assistance regardless of race, 
ethnicity, national origin, age, sex, familial status, religious preference, 
disability, type or amount of disability, gender identity, perceived 
gender identity, marital status, sexual orientation, or perceived sexual 
orientation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE Policies – page 10 The MO BoS CoC operates the Coordinated Entry System in accordance with all federal statutes including, but not limited to: the Fair Housing Act, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, and Title II and Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act. All service providers, where assistance is provided through Community Planning and Development (CPD) programs, including assistance under the: HOME Investment Partnerships program (24 CFR part 92), Housing Trust Fund program (24 CFR part 93), Community Development Block Grant program (24CFR part 570), Housing Opportunities for Persons With AIDS program (24 CFR part574), Emergency Solutions Grants program (24 CFR part 576), Continuum of Care program (24 CFR part 578), or Rural Housing Stability Assistance Program (24 CFR part 579), must ensure equal access to HUD-assisted programs in accordance with all General HUD Program requirements as specified in 24 CFR Part 5. The MO BoS CoC requires service providers to practice a person-centered model that incorporates participant choice and inclusion of all homeless subpopulations present in MO BoS CoC CES, including homeless veterans, youth, and families with children, individual adults, seniors, victims of domestic violence and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer or Questioning, and Intersex (LGBTQI) individuals and families. All CoC and ESG funded service providers must ensure that all people have fair and equal access to the CES process and all forms of assistance regardless of race, ethnicity, national origin, age, sex, familial status, religious preference, disability, type or amount of disability, gender identity, perceived gender identity, marital status, sexual orientation, or perceived sexual orientation. Access, assessment, prioritization, and referral staff should utilize an approach displaying cultural and linguistic competency in all phases of the CES process to eliminate barriers for special populations, including: immigrants, refugees, first generation populations, youth, individuals with disabilities, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, and Intersex(LGBTQI) individuals and families. 



Access to 
Emergency 
Services 

 Emergency services should be provided immediately 
(this can be outside of the Coordinated Entry process)  

 Examples of Emergency Services: 
 Victim Service referral 
 Emergency Shelter 
 Etc.  

 Expectation is that the agency providing the 
emergency service will compete the Prescreen Tool the 
following day (full CE intake done via program process 
i.e. diversion) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie We don’t want Coordinated Entry to be a barrier to accessing emergency services 



CES 
Memorandum 
of 
Understanding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Review MOUEach Agency must have one, not just agencies who are funded.You must have a completed MOU to participate in case conferencing.  You do not need to be an “access point” to have an MOU.



Access Points 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelli 



Access Points

An Access Point is a location, either physical or virtual, that an 
individual may use to enter the CES. Access Points must have at 
least one Qualified Assessor. 

A Qualified Assessor is a person who is employed by or volunteers 
for any Access Point who has completed all BoS CoC required 
trainings for all Coordinated Entry Assessment Tools.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI 



Access Model 

Each region utilizes a hybrid Access Point model or multi-access 
point approach. 

Multiple Access Points will be available within each region of the 
CoC. 

Each region must provide documentation of all Access Points 
throughout the region. Some of the items that must be 
documented for each Access Point are: type of Access Point, hours 
of operation for CES access, contact person, telephone number and 
address. 

Each region will identify a victim service provider to function as an 
optional Access Point. The victim service provider is not required to 
be located within the region.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Access Model Policies – page 11, 12 The hybrid access point model means that there are multiple ways a person can enter CES.  Some of the ways can be (call-in, walk-in, outreach or combination of both).  A variety of agencies in each region may be access points, they can choose how they offer the assessment, but it must be consistent for every client.  (i.e. if you offer both call-in and walk-in intake, you must do this for everyone, every time.  You could not insist someone come in-person to do the intake).Ask your Regional Lead about your victim service provider partner(s).  We are in process of identifying these agencies for all regions, so you may not have one yet.



Access Points

Access Points shall:

1. Provide hours of operation (for CES) and contact information to 
the Regional Lead at least annually or at the time of any change

2. Provide a private location where participants may complete the 
coordinated entry process. 

3. Obtain status updates for each participant assessed at that 
Access Point prior to each case conferencing. Provide status 
and contact information updates during case conferencing 

4. Enter data into HMIS within 3 business days of obtaining the 
data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelli The hours of operation for CES can be set by that access point and are not required to be any “specific set timeframe” (i.e. 8-5 Mon – Fri) but you must adhere to whatever info you tell your Regional Lead.Participants can refused to be screened in the private area but it must be available to them.3. A script should be used to ensure participants understand this contact is not a guarantee of housing placement. A sample script is: “I’m calling to get an update and to make sure that the information we have regarding your housing situation is accurate. This will ensure we are able to contact you if a housing resource becomes available.” A status update may be obtained from a case manager working with a participant or the participant directly- Verify contact information for each participant assessed at that Access Point prior to each case conferencing. 4. If you do not have access to HMIS as an agency, you must “partner” with another agency who does have access to HMIS and is willing to input your data. It is the non-HMIS Access Point’s responsibility to ensure that the partner Access Point has the information necessary to input in HMIS prior to the 3 business day deadline; this can be achieved through hand delivery or secure virtual sharing



Access Point 
Levels

Level I

An agency that completes the 
BoS CoC approved Prescreen 
Tool only and assists eligible 
households wishing to receive 
Prevention and Diversion 
services from CES. 

Level II

An agency that completes the 
BoS CoC approved Assessment 
Tools with eligible households 
wishing to enter the CES that 
are currently receiving services 
from the agency, are entering 
services with the agency, or 
naturally present to the 
agency. At this level, you may 
choose to have your agency 
marketed in the community 
but it will not be required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI �An agency can only be one level at a time.  Your level may change occasionally depending on the services your agency provides.  If your agency already participates in HMIS, you must enter CES data into HMIS (as appropriate for clients).  If your agency is not already participating in HMIS, you are not required to do so as a Level I, II or III.  Level IV must have access to HMIS.  You must find a data partner who can enter your data into HMIS (as appropriate).Level IThis Level of access will refer to a LEVEL 2 or 3, based on need, for participants who need to complete the other BoS CoC Approved Assessment Tools (this would occur when Prevention or Diversion resources did not resolve the participant’s housing crisis and the participant has become “literally homeless” per HUD’s definition).  These could be agencies who only have funds for prevention/diversion services (i.e. provides gas vouchers, one-time utility payments, one-time rent payments, etc.)To be a Qualified Assessor at level 1, you need training for Prescreen Tool, Participant Rights Packet, Grievance, Safety Planning, CoC ROI, and HMIS ROI.Level IITo be a Level 2 agency, people receiving your services are required to meet the needs of one or more of the following five populations:  adults without children, adults accompanied by children, unaccompanied youth, households fleeing domestic violence, dating violence, stalking or other dangerous life-threatening conditions including human trafficking, and persons at risk of homelessness. These could be places like: domestic violence shelters, community behavioral health providers, community health centers, libraries, etc.  To be a Qualified Assessor at level 2, you need training for Prescreen Tool, Participant Rights packet, Grievance, Safety Planning, CoC ROI, HMIS ROI, Intake Tool and Assessment Tool.



Access Point 
Levels

Level III

An agency that completes the 
BoS CoC approved Assessment 
Tools with any eligible household 
wishing to enter the CES, 
regardless of whether the 
individual is receiving services 
from the agency or not.  This 
type of Level will assess 
individuals from other locations 
who are unable to compete the 
Assessment Tools with those 
individuals.  Contact information 
for this agency will be marketed 
in the community as an access 
point for any individual needing 
services.

Level IV

A Level 2 or 3 agency that is also 
performing the following 
additional duties:  managing the 
prioritization list in HMIS, 
conducting data entry in HMIS 
related to Coordinated Entry, 
assisting with emergency 
transfers, and making a 
reasonable effort to refer from 
the Prioritization List within one 
business day of an agency 
requesting a referral. 

Victim services agencies that are 
keeping paper assessment 
packets and assisting the list 
holder with referrals or 
emergency transfer plans would 
be considered a Level 4 access 
point.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI �Training and tools used are the same for the Level II, III and IV Access Points.  The primary difference is being “marketed” in the community as an access point.  Marketing could your agencies contact info (as provided to the Regional Lead) on flyers, etc.Level IIITo be a Qualified Assessor at level 3, you need training for Prescreen Tool, Participant Rights packet, Grievance, Safety Planning, CoC ROI, HMIS ROI, Intake Tool and Assessment Tool.  These could be places like (community drop in centers, emergency shelters, outreach providers (PATH) or other places that offer community resources for those who could be experiencing a housing crisis).Level IVTo be a Qualified Assessor at level 4, you need training on list management and referrals.



Importance of 
Complete and 

Timely 
Assessment 

Tools 

 Quality data 

 Real time data (helps to de-duplicate services)

 Easier determination of who is eligible for available vouchers (re 
chronicity and disability) 

 HMIS Data Partners shouldn’t have to guess at answers or leave 
data fields blank 

 Ability to set accurate goals for our communities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE In order to have real time data, agencies need to turn their information in quickly!��HMIS standards are that info be entered within 3 business days Delays in turning packets in could adversely affect a client getting staffed at case conferencing or worse getting matched with available beds/funds during prioritization Currently: staff should turn their CE packets into their Lead Access Point ASAP Future: staff who use HMIS will enter their data within 3 business days, staff who are not HMIS users will partner with a regional data partner who will enter their packets into HMIS on their behalf If you do not have HMIS access and would like to, please contact your regional lead. 



Coordinated Entry Packet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie�Katie ****VISPDAT and CE intake can be done over the phone w/ verbal consent***This is important for hotlines and call-ins 



Prescreen Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI �Talk about the order the documents are completed inPrescreen – This tool helps us to determine which intervention is appropriate and who will be added to the PL.ASK COC TO PRINT ALL TOOLS FOR REVIEW Note for Safety Planning:�Every individual needs to be pre-screened privately even if they present as a family or couple 



Prescreen Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI 6. Ensure you are getting really accurate info about where someone is staying.  This would be good to ask if anyone can verify it.Prevention and Diversion must be completed on every client  �PREVENTION – prevention is for people who are currently housed but at risk for losing their housing. Examples would be facing evictions, etc. �DIVERSION – a part of our new approach is to help clients identify their own resources to solve their homelessness. If people have natural supports like ability to stay with family or friends or have the ability to pay for their own motel, we are encouraging them to use those resources instead of coming into emergency shelter. Attempt to connect every person to Prevention/Diversion resources and make referrals regardless of if you VI-SPDAT or not. Prevention/Diversion Helps encourage clients to self resolve rather to come into the homeless systemWho goes on PL?Anyone who is literally homeless: 1.	People who are unsheltered – outdoors, camps, downtown, parks, places not meant for human habitation (ex: camper w/ no running water, etc.)2.	People staying in an emergency shelter or homeless shelter3.	People staying in transitional housing who were “literally homeless” (i.e. emergency shelter, streets, etc.) immediately prior to entering into transitional housing to retain eligibility for PSH/RRH programs 4.	People staying in a motel that an agency is paying for5.	People fleeing domestic violence 6.	People in an institution (jail, hospital) for less than 90 days and were housed in the above #1-5 situations prior to their admission to the institution CoC PSH funds a person must be.



Release of 
Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI �Tips:Write your agency name in the top and then make copies. If you are doing it over the phone or reading it for someone, you MUST read every line.If a client declines to allow you to share disability status, make sure they understand that it can limit the housing resources they may be referred to.



Release of 
Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Fleeing/Attempting to Flee – use a case numberChoosing to use a name v. not…Some clients can move around a lot and can lose/get their phone turned off.  If they are eligible for a housing referral and the primary contact cannot locate them, having the ability to say their name in case conferencing to get community support in locating the person and offering them the housing resource can be very important. Another way using names can be helpful is when you are problem solving situations (i.e. a person is being housed by a program but they are having difficulty finding a unit because they individual has very specific preferences, if someone else in case conferencing has worked with them before they may be able to say “they really liked this neighborhood or this type of unit.”Even if you complete the ROI initially over the phone, always try to follow up and get the person’s signature.  You could mail a copy of the ROI for them to sign and return or if they are receiving services from somewhere else get permission to allow that agency to help them sign and return the document.  Please note that this ROI does not necessarily replace the need for your own agency specific ROI.



HMIS Release

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI KBW 6/13/18: I would add the part about the Project Name should be their HMIS Project Name if they use HMIS or Coordinated Entry as the Project Name for non HMIS users 



Participant 
Rights Packet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Tips: write in you agency telephone number before you make copies. If you are doing a telephone Intake, you must read this entirely.What does “keep in contact mean”?  If you are running low on minutes give us another number we can call or email address.ASK the client if they have the required documentation.  You can offer to keep copies of that documentation with their packet. Begin working with them to obtain homelessness verification and disability verification (if applicable).  Begin problem solving, if there are big issues, talk about them in case conferencing.  (i.e. out of state birth certificates and no money).Have the participant sign and make a copy of only this page for the participant’s packet.  The participant should keep the entire PRP.



Participant 
Rights Packet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI �If your agency receives a grievance form give it to your Regional Lead.Each Region should have multiple agencies who can conduct the mediation meeting.If at a Regional level, you receive an appeal of the Regional decision please forward that grievance to the email address listed on the Policy.



Participant 
Rights Packet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Please assist people as necessary in writing their grievance.



Intake Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI The Cover Page is basically a “cheat sheet” for data entry or quick case conferencing info.  You complete this AFTER you have completed the full packet/VI-SPDAT with someone.YOU MUST READ THE SCRIPT.  Make sure people understand that skipping or not answering questions may impact their score/prioritization.



Intake Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Try to answer EVERY question.Relocation information is critical because this is how someone’s name will show up on other Region’s lists so make sure it is complete.Review chronic determination.Approximate date homelessness started means when did the CURRENT episode start.Take your time on the Housing Info section. It is SO important. Sometimes I take a piece of paper out and make a timeline with them of their homelessness.



Intake Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Make sure to answer all of the questionsThe Family names should be those they think will be living with them once they receive a housing offer.  (i.e. kids may be staying with family/friends while parent homeless but will reunite when housed).



Intake Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KELLI Use ONLY if the client is claiming disability.Turn in the rest of the packet even if you don’t have it.  This can be faxed to doctor’s offices, taken by the participant to an appointment, etc.



VI-SPDAT 2.0  VI-SPDAT (Vulnerability Index – Service Prioritization Decision 
Assistance Tool) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KatieMO BoS CoC has approved this as our common assessment tool meaning that every agency is assessing clients in the same way, using the same tool This VISPDAT was developed by OrgCode Consulting and Community Solutions by combining their two tools into one tool that essentially assesses the clients risk of dying on the streetWe use this tool to assess severity of service needs and vulnerability You guys are very familiar with the VISPDATReview of:�Single VISPDATFamily VISPDATYouth Tay VISPDAT Couples – complete a single VISPDAT for each one; only families with children get the family VISPDAT Flesh out why we are doing this – make ups, break ups, etc. 



VI-SPDAT and 
CES Intake are 

done, now 
what?:

Case 
Management 

Referrals 

 Connect with Case Management 

 Encourage them to follow up with services and be 
checking in 

 Turn the completed CE Intake Packet into your 
Regional List Holder ASAP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KatieIt seems like staff are struggling “what do I do after I complete the VISPDAT”? The tough answer is that this is a case by case, real time decision for the staff doing the intake to decide. The simple answer is provide the services you’d typically provide to a new client!Staff should be engaging with each client to make sure they are being connected to services Questions to ask yourself:Are their emergency service referrals that should be made? Do they need referred to other programs or services in the community?In terms of what happens next with the Coordinated Entry process, the client is placed on the Prioritization List.  When housing becomes available for the client they will be contacted.  It is critical that you make clients aware that this is NOT a waiting list.  We also want staff to help the client understand that it is the client’s responsibility to follow up with their providers, to participate in case management and services and to update staff if their contact information or housing changes, etc. The CoC has not formally adopted a script but some agencies utilize a script that staff can read to the client after they complete the CE paperwork:   “This is a Prioritization List which means those people who are most vulnerable will be served first.  If you are on the list, and someone else has the assessment done after you, but is determined more vulnerable they will come before you on the list.  Housing resources on this list are often full, so it can take months for those at the top of the list to get resources.  Please make sure you keep in contact if your situation changes for better or worse as well as any contact information changes.  If we do not hear from you for 60 days your name will be taken off the list.” 



When should 
you complete 

a new
VI-SPDAT? 

If the following circumstances are met, the Assessment Tool (VI-
SPDAT) may be completed again:

 VI-SPDAT on file was completed during a different episode of 
homelessness, 

 Household composition has changed (household members have 
entered or exited), or

 Circumstances have changed that will impact the VI-SPDAT score

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATIE List examples of when a score would change:Major health diagnosisNew use of emergency servicesReturn to unsheltered – living in car, camp, streets, etc. 



Prioritization 
List (PL)

 List of all people who are experiencing literal homelessness in your 
community 

 Chronically Homeless
 Veterans
 Single Adults 
 Youth
 Families 

 Allows for real time data 

 Used to prioritize housing resources for our clients 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie  PL includes all populations experiencing literal homelessness The PL also allows us to have real time data on how many people are experiencing homelessness in our community. Those fleeing/attempting to flee dv and all others who do not wish to share their information in HMIS will be added to a “paper” PL using a non-identifying number. (This is actually held in an Excel document.  A template of this document will be provided to each Region). This will be merged with the HMIS PL for case conferencing.



Prioritization 

 Prioritization is the process by which the community decides how 
to use the Prioritization List (or By Name List) to match clients to 
available resources 

 MO BoS CoC Prioritization order:
 1. Chronic
 2. Severity of Service Needs (as indicated by VI-SPDAT Score)
 3. Length of Time Homeless
 4. Disability
 5. Currently Living in A Place Not Meant for Human Habitation
 6. Currently fleeing domestic violence, sexual assault, human 

trafficking, dating violence, or stalking
 7. Currently Living in a Safe Haven or Emergency Shelter
 8. Currently Living in Transitional Housing
 9. Veteran Status
 10. Family Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie and Kelli Order of Priority 1. Chronic 2. Severity of Service Needs (as indicated by VI-SPDAT Score) 3. Length of Time Homeless 4. Disability 5. Currently Living in A Place Not Meant for Human Habitation 6. Currently fleeing domestic violence, sexual assault, human trafficking, dating violence, or stalking 7. Currently Living in a Safe Haven or Emergency Shelter 8. Currently Living in Transitional Housing 9. Veteran Status 10. Family Size Katie MO BoS CoC has adopted new Coordinated Entry Written Standards that identify how clients on the PL will be prioritizedWe use the PL to prioritize which clients go into available beds and use available funds No more cherry picking No more first come, first serve No more separate wait lists at each agency Trying to treat your homeless system like an ER instead of a drive through; you wouldn’t treat a hangnail while you let a man having a heart attack sit in the waitroom…same thinking, we are no longer going to house people who can afford to pay for their own motel instead of a woman who has been staying on the streets for 10 years ��Kelliif two participants eligible for a housing resource are similar, you must move from Priority 1 down the Order of Priority until there is a difference between participants.  For example, Participant 1 is chronic, VI-SPDAT score of 12 and Participant 2 is non-chronic, VI-SPDAT score 13.  Participant 1 would be chosen because they met Priority 1 but Participant 2 did not.  In another example, Participant 3 is non-chronic, VI-SPDAT 11, 10 months homeless, not disabled, currently living in an Emergency Shelter; and Participant 4 is non-chronic, VI-SPDAT 11, 10 months homeless, not disabled, currently living in a tent.  Participant 4 would be chosen because they met Priority #5 and Participant 3 did not.Consultation during case conferencing will be factored into any decisions or placements that vary from the following minimum standards:-	The minimum score on the VI-SPDAT 2.0 for a PSH referral is 4, and Order of Priority will be followed. If a participant scores in the referral range for PSH, but no PSH units are available, that participant may be referred to a RRH unit until a PSH bed is available. -	The minimum score on a VI-SPDAT 2.0 for RRH/TH is 2, and Order of Priority will be followed.A program’s established and reported eligibility requirements will take precedence over Order of Priority (e.g., if a program can only serve families as outlined in their grant agreement, a chronic individual would not be referred to the program even though they were the highest in the Order of Priority).What is normally discussed when re-prioritizing a client? VI-SPDAT score, its when you don’t feel their score is reflective of their circumstances.  (i.e. single person living in a parking garage in a wheelchair, experiencing severe symptoms of mental illness scored a 5 but single person living in shelter, no reported disability scored a 10.)



Case 
Conferencing   

Case Conferencing: 
Ongoing meetings with community partners to provide updates, staff 

difficult cases, prioritize or match clients with available resources, etc. 
Only staff who are actively case managing clients on the PL attend 

case conferencing 
Provider expectations: 
Decide which person(s) from your agency should attend the meetings 
Attend each meeting 
Come prepared with updates on each client’s housing status, case 

management needs, barriers, etc. 
Share updates on available resources at your agency 
If you can’t attend, let your Regional CE Lead know and: 

-Send a proxy who can share updates
-Send updates ahead of time  
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Presentation Notes
Katie Case Conferencing: Each Region has ongoing case conferencing that is at least monthly The purpose of case conferencing is so that community partners have a setting to manage the Prioritization List by staffing difficult cases, providing updates on each client’s housing status, discuss and problem solve barriers, share updates, successes, failures, brainstorm solutions, etc. Case conferencing helps us streamline service delivery and ensures that we are not duplicating services across community partners. The meeting agenda also includes sharing information about available resources (i.e. beds, funds, program openings, good landlords for tough cases).Only staff who are actively case managing people on the Prioritization List should attend case conferencing – there may be additional community partners who attend the regional meeting but they should be asked to leave once case conferencing begins and client information is being shared Case conferencing is also a time where agencies should share about available housing and funds so that clients can be “matched” or “prioritized” for that resource For those who do not wish to have their names shared, including those fleeing or attempting to flee domestic violence, will be assigned a number and will only be referred to as that number during case conferencing (no names will be used).Provider Expectations: Each agency needs to decide who will attend case conferencing The person or people who are selected should plan to attend each meeting – having consistency with which staff attend is very helpful for continuity We want providers to come to case conferencing prepared with updates on each client. This means staff need to review the PL prior to coming to the meeting so that they have updates for each client. This may also mean that the agency representative has to do some legwork before the meeting in order to get updates from other staff at your agency so that you are prepared to talk about each client your agency serves. We also expect that you share information about available resources at your agency - examples would be available shelter beds, available rapid rehousing funds, available prevention funds, or information about new programs and services, etc.  We expect that staff who attend case conferencing are communicating with the rest of their team at their agency about the updates they received during the meeting and sharing any other pertinent information that was learned In essence you are a liaison between the case conferencing group and your agency and your role is to share information back and forth between the groups If you can not attend the case conferencing meeting we expect that you communicate with the CE lead and let them know If you are able, agencies send a proxy to the meeting that can share updates on your behalf If there is no proxy available, updates should be sent ahead of time so that the regional lead can share them on your behalf at the meeting 



60 Day 
Inactivity 
Policy 

 The CoC has adopted HUD’s guidance on using 60 days of no 
contact to determine inactivity status 

 If a client has not had contact with the Coordinated Entry System 
in 60 days, they are rolled to the “inactive” list 

 If they resurface and are still literally homeless, they will be 
returned to  the “active” Prioritization List  
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Katie 60 DAY INACTIVITY POLICY �If we have not had contact w/ a vet in 60 days, they roll off the active PL



Case 
Conferencing 
Updates 

 Housed:

 Date lease was signed or date they moved in:

 Type of unit: (Examples include: CHA Shelter Plus Care Voucher, CHA 
Public Housing, CHA Section 8, VASH voucher, independent housing, 
etc.) 

 Type of move in funds/assistance: (Examples include: CoC RRH 
funds, VA SSVF funds, no funds, etc.) 

 Inactive:
Date person become inactive: 

 Reason they became inactive: (Examples include: no contact in over 
60 days, paying for their own motel, moved in with friends or family 
for more than 7 days, incarcerated, moved out of state, deceased, 
etc.) 
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Katie We wanted to get a little more specific about client updates These typically fall into two categories – housed and inactive The Prioritization List is really only as strong as your ability to provide the List Holder with updatesThese can be provided in real time as they happen or shared during case conferencing The CoC has not adopted formal policy on updates, so each region will decide how to manage this The type of updates we are looking for include: housing status, i.e. is the client still in shelter, did they move back into their car, did they move back with grandma? These housing location updates are critical when it comes time to prioritize resources – a client who is sleeping on the streets will get priority over a client who is in an emergency shelter beds. Other updates might include information about the clients progress towards housing and assessment of any barriers you or the client need to overcome – i.e., do you need help finding a landlord, are you having trouble locating the client to get paperwork signed, is the client no-showing appointments, etc. Community partners can then work together to help reinforce communication with each client about the client’s follow up on action steps and progress towards goals. Staff should also provide updates to the list holder or during case conferencing if the client is housed, passes away, is incarcerated and it is expected to be over 60 days i.e. DOC, moves out of state, etc. 



Referrals 

To be considered to be participating in CES you must only get 
referrals from CES.

Make sure to provide your Regional Lead with the eligibility 
requirements for your program(s).

Referral Process for CES:

1. Notify Lead you have an opening

2. Lead will give you the next participant from the PL

3. Make 3 attempts to contact the participant within 72 hours

4. Once contact is made, accept/reject participant

5. Continue to provide updates during case conferencing until the 
participant is housed.
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Kelli This may be done at case conferencing or at any time.  We do not want your program or those we serve to wait until case conferencing to get a housing placement.The entire PL will be prioritized and you will receive the person on the list who is the highest priority and eligible for your program. Referrals to HMIS participating agencies are made within HMIS and the Lead Access Point will also notify the agency directly.  Referrals to non-HMIS participating agencies are made within HMIS but the Lead Access Point must also contact the agency directly and notify them of the referral.three attempts to contact the participant will be made within 72 hours of the referral to the project from the CES. If the participant is unable to be contacted within the 72 hours, the next eligible participant will be referred to the housing project and the original participant will remain on the PL. The agency that accepts or rejects the referral must notify the Lead Access Point when the person is housed or the referral rejected.*If a housing project feels another participant is more vulnerable than the highest eligible participant, the housing project must wait until case conferencing to discuss the participant’s unique circumstances or obtain a consensus from those parties who usually attend case conferencing that the referral is allowable.  The Prescreen score will determine eligibility for prevention services. *If someone is referred to another region, the Lead Access Point from the referring region will update HMIS, contact the Lead Access Point of the region being referred to, and alert them to the referral. *If being referred outside the CoC please contact the other CoC directly.



Referral 
Rejections

Participant Rejects a Housing 
Referral

 Participants may reject any 
referral. 

 Participants who reject a 
referral will remain “active” 
on the PL. 

 If a participant rejects 
multiple referrals, a Regional 
meeting may be held with 
the participant to determine 
more appropriate future 
referrals. 

Agency Rejects a Housing 
Referral
Agency referral rejections should be very infrequent and will 
be documented.

At a minimum, a project’s referral rejection/denial reason(s) 
must include the following: 

• Client/household refused further participation 

• Client/household does not meet required criteria for program 
eligibility 

• Client/household unresponsive to multiple communication 
attempts 

• Client/household resolved crisis without assistance 

• Client/household safety concerns; the client’s/household’s 
health or well-being or the safety of current program 
participants would be negatively impacted due to staffing, 
location, or other programmatic issues 

• Client/household needs cannot be addressed by the 
program; the program does not offer the services and/or 
housing supports necessary to successfully serve the 
household 

• Property management denial (include specific reason cited 
by property manager) 

• Conflict of interest 
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Kelli See Policies and Procedures, p. 13, regarding project rejection of participants and other rejection policies.  If the client does not meet criteria for eligibility, it must match the criteria you provided to your Lead.Document the attempts to communicate with the participant.If the person has already located housing.
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